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Advanced Uses of Twitter 
 
‣ Generate leads without attending expensive conferences 

‣ Launch a startup, new product, book 
 
‣ Recruit talent 

‣ Competitive analysis 

‣ Get VCs, journalists, and policy makers to listen 

‣ Drive action, business impact 



Twitter  > LinkedIn +  
    Facebook 



Launching a product on Product Hunt 



Twitter is live, public and  
conversational, which means  
news can reach broad audiences 
immediately. 





All told, Twitter users pledged $3,700 
per inch of snow. By the time the 
weather system passed, Indy-metro 
had racked up 11.4 inches, equating 
to over $41,000 in pledges. With this 
money, Wheeler Mission estimates it 
can deliver 18000 meals. deliver about 
18,222 meals. 





Unlike a driving violation, a Twitter 
violation can stay on your record for
ever. ! 









1.  Identify Influencers 
  Supporters in donor database that have clout with influencers  

 
2.  Keep the campaign specific 

  Newsjack where appropriate 
  Clarity is key 
  Impose a time limit to maintain sense of urgency 

 
3.  Have a unique branded hashtag 
 



1.  Educate and empower social media anchors 
 

2.  Scale up participation of your workforce, without losing control of your 
brand 
 

3.  Develop tactics to make your employees want to spread the word 
about campaigns and promote company culture 

Tweets from employees > corporate/brand tweets  
 



Tools and Skills 

A camera + eye for the unusual 
 
Photo editing software/apps: Skitch, After Photo, Instagram 
 
Humor + timing + patience 
 
1.    









The Basics 

Retweet (RT) = Facebook Share 
 
Quote a Tweet = Facebook Edit Before Sharing 
 
Favorite (Fav) = Facebook Like 
 
 
 
1.    



You can buy Twitter followers and 
Retweets, but not real engagement. ! 



Psychology of Engagement 



Where does the eye go? 

3. Profile Picture 

1. Bio/location 

2. Top 4 tweets, engagement 

4. Stats: Followers/Following/# of Tweets 

5. Header picture 

6. Photo album 



86% of 
Twitter’s 
traffic comes 
from mobile. 

77% of 
accounts are 
from outside 
US. 



10-second Test 

Bio, Profile Picture (5 seconds) 
 
First Four “above the fold” 
Tweets on your Timeline (5 seconds) 
1.    



20-second Test 
•  Are you a selfish or a generous Retweeter? 

•  Tone and attitude: Complainer (airlines, customer service) 

•  Do you offer a unique POV, or do you mostly recycle  
content, post links, use too many hashtags? 

•  Allow automated tools to post for you (horoscopes,  
fitness apps, Swarm  
check-ins, cross post from Instagram) 

•  Do you offer a good mix of content: personal and 
professional 

•  Are you too talkative: A Tweet every 5 minutes is a deal-breaker  



Ø Tweets containing photos get more engagement – 60% 
more likely to be Retweeted 

Ø Visuals are processed 60,000 faster than text 
 
Ø Make sure an image is included in at least one of your  

top 4 tweets--above the “fold” when viewed on mobile 



70-30 Rule: Balanced, “groomed” Timeline 

70% of Tweets should be yours 
 
30%  Retweets original thoughts/observations  

 1 Your Tweet not related to your profession 
 1 Retweet 

  1 Your Tweet related to a trending topic (allows you to benefit from using trending hashtag)  
 1 Your Tweet related to your profession 
 1 Your Tweet: Reply to others (pick 2-3 people to reply to)  
 1 Retweet to highlight a reply to your Tweet  

  1 Your Tweet not related to your profession 
 1 Retweet 
 1 Your Tweet: Reply to others 
 1 Your Tweet related to your profession 

  
80% of tweets contain a visual: Photo/Gif, infographic, screenshot, Vine 
1.    



Getting to the first 10,000 followers 

1.  1. Primp your profile: Twitter handle, bio, avi, header pic, location.  
 
2. Create a Tweet circle: Follow friends, coworkers, people at school, church, gym,      yoga class, hik
ing club. Favorite, Retweet regularly. They’ll return the favor. 

2.   
3. Own your Twitter handle: 

1.  > At networking events add your Twitter handle to your name tag. 
> Include your Twitter handle in email signatures, on business cards, and other  
social media profiles, including Tinder 

3.  4. Create a target list of people that you want as followers, including local  
businesses (restaurants, supermarkets, salons, coffee shops, music venues…) and tweet at them + 
RT and favorite their Tweets.  

4.  5. Tweet using the 70-30 Rule 
5.    



Turn on notifications 



Target List: People you want to follow you 







The A+ Twitter Bio  

1.  1. Include current and past jobs/titles, hobbies, sports teams, beliefs, and location.  
 

1.  Blogger, runner, freelancer, community manager, communications professional  
2.  digital strategy, iOS developer, cancer survivor, designer, UX, PR, father, wife,  

mom, husband, grandmother, better half of, native of, Buckeye 
 
2. Edit the bio frequently, especially during conferences, sporting events. 

1.  3. Avoid crap grandiose words, short forms and hashtags: Ninja, guru, maven,          
expert, comms, profesh. 

2.  4. Optimize bio for search.  

2.   
 













DO NOT 

CROSS-POST FROM 
INSTAGRAM/FB/
Wordpress 
 
AUTOPOST 
 
REPEAT POSTS 
(There’s a better way) 
 



Tweet Timing, Frequency and Tone 

Unless you are an exceptional tweeter, you’ll get muted or  
unfollowed if you tweet more than 20 times a day. 
 
Sweet spot: 4-6 tweets a day. 
 
9-10 AM; 12-1 PM; 3-4 PM; 6-9 PM; 11-1 AM 
 
Keep it positive, informative, respectful. 
 
Do NOT autopost or schedule tweets. 
 
 



Groom your Timeline 

1. Scrub negative-sounding tweets/comments:   
 
1.  a. General complaining or snark—airlines, restaurants, coworkers, 

relatives (save the drama for Facebook). 
  

1.  b. Questionable tweets/retweets (lewd, racist, sexist jokes), bot tweets. 
 
•   c. Excessive # of tweets about music awards, sports, politics.  

2. Make sure your First Four (“above-the-fold”) Tweets present you in the 
best light, especially the pinned tweet.  



Bot Tweets: Horoscopes, Twitter Stats 



Lists: Create Target Lists (Private) 
1.  1. Journalists/Friends 
2.    
3.  2. VCs/Friends 
 
•   3. Startup Bosses/Employees/Friends 

 
 4. Local Businesses 
 
 5. Brands + Social Media handlers (researched from LinkedIn) 

•  6. Friends/Favorite people 

•  7. Like to laugh 



Get Followed by Big Accounts 
 
1. Follow + Research: School, hometown, early photographs, 
biographies, friends). When/what do they tweet/RT? 
  
2. Make friends with their friends—get their friends to follow 
you. Set alerts for when they, their friends, social media 
managers, influential fans tweet. 
 
3. Fav/RT. If they have notifications turned on, they will notice 
you. They might not follow you right away, but they are noticing 
you. 



Get Followed by Big Accounts 
 
4. Add them to a Public List. If they have notifications turned on, 
they will notice you. 
 
5. Reply, quote or comment in an intelligent manner. If the 
comment is awesome, their fans will retweet, favorite or reply, 
which sends more notifications their way.   
 
6. Reply to as many people in the thread, to maximize the 
chance of your comment getting attention.  



Build a large circle of mutual Followers 



When you get that RT from a Big Account 
1. Ensure your pinned tweet is your most popular tweet. 
 
2. See who recently followed and conversed with the big 
account and favorite their tweets. 
 
3. Search for and favorite related tweets. 
 
4. If the retweet was of your last tweet, DO NOT TWEET 
FOR A COUPLE OF HOURS.   
 
5. Follow/favorite people on your to-follow list. 
 
6. Direct message people to thank them. 



Get Nuclear with Favorites—1:100 Rule 
1. Set aside 30 minutes/day to favorite tweets in your Favorite People and Target lists. 
 
2. Favorite tweets that are not offensive (Faves are not private).  
 
3. Favorite tweets that contain multiple/most number of people.  
 
4. Search for and favorite tweets related to your last few tweets.  
 
5. Favorite #FF tweets.  
 
6. Favorite tweets related to events (#CES2015, #SXSW, #Grammys) and chats. 
 
7. See who recently favorited tweets and favorite their tweets.  
 
8. Favorite tweets from friends/favorite people.  
 



Condition people to favorite your tweets 

1.  Favorite multiple tweets in their timeline, including conversations 

2.  Favorite throughout the day 

3.  Favorite conversations that they’re having with other people in a non-creepy way 

 
 







Set Daily Goals 
# Tweets 
# Followers/RTs/Favorites 



The Winning Tweet 
1. Ideal length: 40-60 characters. Less is more. 
  
2. Contains enhanced visuals or emojis. 
 
3. Instead of @s, tag people (don’t get spammy). 
 
4. Insert content before @. 
 
5. Attitude: Skip the period, punctuation; use lower case. 



Get more from a Tweet by using Images 



The Winning Tweet 
6. No typos, slang is good. Don’t be generic (“packed        
room” “great read” “love this” 
 
7. Optimize for SEO/search engines.  
 
8. Use links and hashtags sparingly, strategically.  
 
9. Find a unique angle. Reimagine/remix great content. 
 
10. Hit a nerve.  
 
 
 











Conversations 

1. Joining conversations/replying to people most effective way to get 
noticed, but use caution.  
 
2. Be respectful and add something of value.  
 
3. Reply to 2-4 people; select a mix of low + high follower accounts, 
propensity to RT.  
 
4. Always insert your comment in front of Twitter handles. 
 



Conversations 

5. Jump out after 1-2 replies.  
 
6. Selectively delay responding, especially if the recipients are not 
online. 
 
7. Phrase the reply as a soundbite—a standalone tweet that provides 
full context. 
 
8. Save great content to be deployed in a conversation. 
 
 

















Chats Calendar 

1.   
 

Mon 2-3 PM: 
#ContentChat 
 
Tue 2-3 PM: 
#LikeableChat 
 
Wed 11-12 PM: 
#BrandChat 
 
Thu 4-5 PM: 
#MarketingChat 
 
Fri 3-4 PM:  
#CXOtalk 



Twitter Events Calendar 

1.   
 

Date Event Hashtag Key People Draft Content 

January 
11-13 

Big Show 2015 #nrf15 @retailsbigshow 
@nrfnews 

@StephenSchatz 

Not your father’s point-of-sale 
system | https://lnkd.in/

bXUWUPF  by @stephenschatz 

@gcourtin #NRF15 

Sunday 
February 1, 

2015 

Super Bowl #SuperBowl @nfl 
@superbowl 

@wxxv25 

March 
13-17 

SXSW #SXSW @SXSW 
@SXSW_TopNews 

I’m speaking at @SXSW: The 
Medium is the Deliverable. http://

panelpicker.sxsw.com/vote/30897  



GIVE BACK 



REWARD TOP RETWEETERS 

1. Compile a private list of top retweeters.  
 
2. Turn on notifications for when they tweet. 
 
3. Be the first to retweet/favorite a good tweet. 
 
4. Direct message them to say you enjoy their tweets. 
 
 



TRENDING  
NEWS 



















HIT A NERVE 













THINK LOCAL 











ACT  
HYPERLOCAL 





BUMP/REAGE 





ALWAYS BE  
MEASURING 





HANDS ON 



Thanks! 
 
Ping me for many more advanced Twitter concepts, questions, comments! 
My book Hack the Bird is now out on Amazon. Follow @HacktheBird on Twitter 
 
Happy Tweeting.  
 
Adam 
Twitter: @Khanoisseur  
Adam.Khan.Inbox@gmail.com 


